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Jane Carter Solutions
I have used a lot of products on my girls hair, but I have some
that I LOVE! I just got Jane Carter Solutions in the mail today. I
love it! Why? It made her hair softer than I have ever felt it, which
made fixing her hair a whole new experience (for her and me!). I
wasn't having to tug and pull (though I have always tried to avoid
that, her hair would tangle up so quickly after a wash - even w/
conditioner in it!!). But with this - it didn't do that - it stayed
soft!!! I even let her take a break for dinner (which I never do!!),
and I didn't have to rewet it to get it workable!
Did I say I loved it? :)
FYI: I got the shampoo, conditioner, nourish and shine, and
condition and sculpt.
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5 COMMENTS:
Molly said...
Can you only vote once? I voted and just went in to vote
again (thinking maybe you could vote once a day) and it
said I had already reviewed the story. Trying to help!!
11:56 PM
Matt &amp; Kristin said...
What product(s) did you get? I'd love to know!!
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12:05 AM
Amber said...
Which one did you buy? A kit, shampoo, etc? Thanks for
the tip on this!
KEEP FEDERAL ADOPTION CREDIT!!

1:25 AM
Sarah Dawn said...
Thanks for the hair tips. As we start this adoption process,
I am excited about bringing home our own Ethiopian hugs
and kisses.
Blessings from Costa Rica,
Sarah Dawn
2:21 PM
Spirit of Adoption said...
So sorry I'm just now getting back to you all. I got the
shampoo, conditioner, nourish and shine, and condition
and sculpt. Hope that helps! ; )
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